
COVID-19 REMINDERS AND UPDATES 

  

Out Of State Travel 
 

According to Massachusetts guidelines, individuals who travel outside of the state (unless coming 

from a “lower-risk” state) must quarantine for 14 days or produce a negative Covid-19 

test.  Please click here to visit the mass.gov website for the travel form and more information and 

exceptions. 

 
 

Exposure to Covid-19 
 

Dancers and staff members who have been exposed to a person who has had a positive Covid-19 

test must inform us and quarantine for 14 days.  Virtual classes are available to anyone in 

quarantine. 

 
 

Dancer/Staff positive for Covid-19 
 

If a dancer or staff member has a positive Covid-19 test, we will close the studio for 48 hours for a 

full deep cleaning.  Anyone who has been in contact with the infected person will be notified and 

will need to quarantine for 14 days. 

 
 

Virtual Classes 
 

Virtual classes are available for any dancer who is in quarantine or does not feel comfortable 

attending in-person classes.  Please contact us if you would like access to the virtual classes for 

your dancer.  (Competitive level dancers must attend virtually if unable to attend in-person 

classes) 

 
 

Masks 
 

Masks are required for everyone at all times inside and outside of the studios.  Please make sure 

your dancer is wearing a mask that fits properly and covers both the nose and mouth.  We also ask 

that dancers carry an extra mask in their dance bag in case theirs breaks or needs to be replaced 

for any reason.  

 
 

Arrival & Dismissal 
 

During drop-off & pick-up, please park in a parking spot.  Younger children should be walked up to 

the back deck (main studio) or back door (satellite).  Older children may walk up by themselves.  

Please do not stop in front of the main studio back stairs for drop off and pick up.  This impedes 

the flow of traffic and presents a safety hazard 

Before class, dancers should wait on a white line until a staff member opens the door. 

For the younger classes, we wait to dismiss until all of the dancers are on their designated spots 

and parents are at the deck (main studio) or back door (satellite).  We do this for safety and to 

allow the instructor to address the parents if necessary. 
 

 

Watch this video for the full drop off procedures! Covid-19 Drop Off Procedures 

 
 

The safety of our dancers and staff is incredibly important to us and We thank you all for your patience 

and understanding as we navigate the ever-changing guidelines. 

  

 

 

https://www.mass.gov/info-details/covid-19-travel-order
https://youtu.be/9_4Gc4dE9rw
https://youtu.be/9_4Gc4dE9rw

